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Q!The frequency table below shorvs the results olcompressive stfcngth ofSelf-consolidation

Class interval(Nlmm') 35 - <40

L Construct a histogram, tiequency table?

2. Calculate mean, variance. and standard deviation?

3. Calculate the percentage oithe compressive strenglh > 42 N/mmr?

(2s,, )

Qf: Thc nurnber ol [laws in bolts ofcencnt based boar-d products is aslumcd to be Poisson distributed

with a mean of(0.1) tlaw per squafe meter'

a-what is the probability that there is one llaw in l0 squar€ meters ofboards?

b-what is rhe probability that there are no f'laws in 20 squafe meters ofboards?

c-what is the probabilily that there are two flaws in I square meter boards?
lzs%l

QL The diameter of a shafi in an optical storage drive is normally distribuled with mean 0 2'108 inch

and standard deviation 0-0005 inch. The specifications on the shaft are 0 2400 + 0.0{l I inch'

a) What proportion ofshalls contbrms to specificalions?
b) Il'the process is centered so that the process mean is equal tc lhe iarget value o10.2400, then

what proporlion ofshafts confbrms to specifications no\.v?

125%l

gl: A random sample ofsize n1=18 is selected from a normal poptrlation with a mean 0190 and

standard deviation of 15. A second random sample olsize n2:25 is taken from another normal

population with mean 85 and standard deviation 20. Let of xr and a be the two samples means- Find:

a) The probability that Xi & exceeds 8?

b) The probability rhat 7.5: & -&:9.5?
':'
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l0-<i5 ,15 - <50 50 - <55





a) P(x=7) b) P(Xs2) c)P(X<8)

Some useful equations:
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Q2/The number of flaws in bolts of cloth in textile manufacturing is assumed to be

Poisson distributed with a mean of(O I) flaw pgr square meter'

a-what is the probability that there is one flaw in 10 square meters ofcloth?

b-what is the probability that there are no flaws in 20 square meters ofcloth?

c-what is the probability that there are two flaws in 1 square meter cloth?

Sol:-

a- x=1

l=0.1*10=l

P(x=l ) =

b- x:0

^F20*0.1:2
o-2'>o

P(x=O) fti:O.13s3
c-X:2

),=0.1

.-o,1n 12

P(x:2)-r:0.0045

-0.3678
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igl u ,*Oo* sample of size n1= l8 is sefected from a normal population

iitt a m"an otg0 and standard deviation o{J5 'a second random sample

of size n2:25 is taken from another normal population with mean 85

,oA .t*iffi-a""iation 20.letx1' and I be the two samples means' Find

a- The probability rhat \ - 7, exceeds 8?

b- The probability that75S7l -T;<9'5?
"-roo-t) =g.5619a-p(-x1 - x2)>8tff 

"o,,l tB 
__2,

l -p (z<0.5619)

1-0.712260:0.28774

b-p (7.5S xr - xz 59.5)=
/.r-r <. _ _ E<-_-:_
s.:s85 - ,-' .''-5.338s

0.4682!23o.8429
Z{0.8429-250.4682
0.7 99 5 4 6 -0.67 7 242=0.122304
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